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Insurance Appraisal
DATE COMPLETED
SEPTEMBER 12, 2020

APPRAISAL NUMBER
2020-104878-1

DOCUMENT FUNCTION
INSURANCE APPRAISAL

PREPARED FOR:
ALYSSA EHMAN

CUSTOMER ADDRESS:
CALGARY, ALBERTA

INSTRUMENTS USED
- Binocular Microscope
- Diamond Color Masters
- Electronic Scale
- Metal Tester (Acids)
- Millimeter Gauge
- Refractometer

METAL PRICES
- Platinum: CAD $1,225.68/toz.
- USD $1.00 => CAD $1.32

SAPPHIRE & DIAMOND HALO ENGAGEMENT RING
One lady's custom made polished platinum, sapphire and diamond engagement halo ring. The ring
weighs a total of 5.68 grams. Stamped "PLAT". The "BE" trademark (or hallmark) can also be found on
the item. In very good condition.

PRONG SET WITH:

One (1) natural, rectangular cushion-shaped, mixed cut, transparent, very light, very slightly orangy pink
sapphire

Measurements: 6.30mm x 5.60mm x ~3.47mm in depth.
Estimated Weight: 1.08 ct.
Clarity: Slightly Included (Type II)
Cut: Good

One hundred two (102)  round brilliant cut natural diamonds

Weight Range: 0.005 ct. - 0.005 ct.
Estimated Total Weight: 0.51 ct.
Color: G - I
Clarity: VS1 - SI2
Cut: Good - Very Good

ESTIMATED RETAIL REPLACEMENT VALUE:

CAD $2,200.00
*Sales taxes not included.

APPRAISAL REPORT PREPARED BY:

J. Hanania, G.G. (GIA)
GIA Graduate Gemologist/IGL Appraiser

INTERNATIONAL GEMOLOGICAL LABORATORIES  |  601 MARSH ROAD N.E., CALGARY, ALBERTA, T2E 5B4  |  (403) 264-8526  |  INFO@INTERGEMLABS.COM
LEGAL DISCLAIMER: This document is intended for insurance purposes only, being an estimate of the cost to replace the article(s) at full retail prices in effect at this date. The information recorded on this appraisal represents our interpretation of results obtained from gemological
instruments and grading techniques designed for this purpose. Any modifications applied to the original piece including but not limited to metal structure and composition alteration, diamond and gemstone (shape, cut, color, clarity, size, hue, saturation, etc.) replacement or
alteration will void this appraisal. Jewellery polishing and sizing will not affect the status of this appraisal.  Due to the subjective nature of gemological appraisals, results may vary considerably between appraisers. We have made this evaluation to the best of our knowledge and
ability, but can assume no liability for same, not attributable to gross negligence, fraud or willful misconduct. This document was generated using the Instappraise appraisal platform.


